DESCRIPTION:

The JPW-BA is a long distance / CCTV adaptor for the JP Series. Used as a long distance adaptor, it will allow the distance to the video door station to be extended to up to 980'. Used as a CCTV adaptor, it will allow for an analog CCTV camera to be connected in conjunction with the GT-D audio door station. The JPW-BA will surface mount using the mounting holes or with the W-DIN11 mounting rail. It is powered with a PS-2420UL. Each JPW-BA is used for one feature only. For multiple cameras or if both features are required, add the appropriate number of adaptors.

JPW-BA FEATURES:

• Long distance adaptor for up to 980’ to door

• CCTV camera adaptor with audio door station

SPECIFICATIONS:

Power Source: 24V DC - use PS-2420UL

Wire type: 18AWG 2 conductor
BNC / Coax for CCTV camera

Mounting: Surface wall mount or DIN rail (W-DIN11)

Temperature: 32-104°F (0-40°C)

Dimensions: 4-5/16” H x 4-7/8” W x 2-7/16” D

Weight: Approx. 0.44 lbs (200g)